MSCA-IF CHALLENGE 2020
Webinar hosted by NTNU Trondheim,
Thursday 14 May
See website: https://www.ntnu.edu/horizon/msca

Agenda

09.00: Welcome – by Bjarne Foss, Pro-Rector for Research

09.05: Why NTNU? Introduction to Trondheim, Gjøvik and Ålesund, by Kathrine Vangen, International HR Senior Adviser at NTNU International Researcher Support

09:30: Competence and career development opportunities at NTNU, by Kristin Skjeldestad, senior HR adviser

10:15: MSCA-IF Proposal writing, step by step, Celia Gavaud, Associate Trend2000

11:00: Short Break, Q&A

11:15: Real life experience from a MSCA-fellow and supervisor at NTNU, Paul Subhanker Prof. Carlos Dorao, Dept. of Energy and Process Engineering

11:45: The evaluation process. Francesco FUSCO, EC-official REA A.4, Project adviser

12:15: Financial issues and project budgeting, by Andreas Vatne Ellefsen, financial adviser

12:45: NTNU’s support system for Horizon 2020, by IV faculty adviser team

13:15: Q&A, Sum up and end of webinar

One-to-one consultations (on Skype, Zoom or a similar tool) for applicants and supervisors will be offered and performed by several experts. Please contact your faculty EU-adviser for more specific information on how to book a timeslot for this. Please don’t hesitate to contact your faculty EU-adviser (see below), or one of us in the MSCA-IF task force if something is unclear.

MSCA-IF-task force: Filip Jessen; Thomas Aarnseth; Øyvin Sæther